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Criteria for selection
Since resources are limited and needs infinite, how should
we select a beneficiary? The champion of the free market
economy will argue for the wealthy and politically powerful.
Is this ethical? Should we not, instead, concentrate on the
one who most needs help? Should not a young bread-winner
be given preference over a decrepit head of state? Is it not
just and fair to help one who cannot help himself rather
than one who will not help himself? Should the thoracic
surgery theatre be reserved for the youth with rheumatic
heart disease rather than the chronic smoker with. coronary
artery disease?
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You will have noted that we encounter almost as many
questions, as facts and principles. It is upto us to offer
reasoned answers. This is possible only after dispassionate
debate.
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S. K. PANDYA

Most of us do not know why we take up medicine. We will
talk about the pleasures of doing good to people and the
lack of dull routine. It is better than sitting at a desk, pushing
files. It came therefore as a surprise that the Tamil Nadu
Government Doctors' Association (TNGDA) objected
strongly to the appointment of officers from the Indian
Administrative Services (IAS) as heads of some health
related projects. The Government appointed these IAS
personnel to lead the AIDS Control Society, the Tamil Nadu
Medical Services Corporation and the Directorate of Family
Welfare. The professionals rose up in arms. The State
President of the Association, Dr S. Krishna Kumar, said
the family welfare programme had been run efficiently by
doctors in the past and there was no need for bureaucrats
to take over. The grouse of the Government doctors is that
they have only two ranks in the State service--civil assistant
surgeon and civil surgeon. They want to be directors and
complain that if these posts are given to bureaucrats their
avenues for advancement will be reduced. The Government
said it appointed trained administrators only to those posts
which needed such people. If a post called for a skilled
doctor, an appropriate professional would certainly be
appointed. The TNGDA would have none of this. In an
earlier letter, I mentioned the current readiness to indulge
in labour union tactics with strikes and other forms of
agitation. This was another such occasion and the doctors
in the North Arcot district refused to perform eye operations
or family planning procedures. While the Health Minister
decried this approach, it seems to have paid dividends
because ultimately the Government made a compromise of
sorts. While the IAS would continue to head the AIDS
control programme, there would be a new post of technical
director which would be held by a medical person. In other
words, the work which had earlier been done by one person
would now be shared between two at considerable expense
to the public exchequer. The prime aim of the government,
it appears, is to create jobs. The government also agreed to
have a doctor to head the family welfare department and
to consider the demands of doctors with regard to the other
posts.

The Tamil Nadu Village Health Nurses Association had
welcomed the government proposal to have an IAS officer
at the helm of health projects saying they could solve internal
problems more amicably. They seem to have lost this round.

In university circles in the West, it is widely held that
when an academic is no longer productive, he yearns to go
into administration as the only way to remain in the limelight.
Is this the case with our doctors as well? If what they wanted
to do was to warm chairs and push files, why did they not
opt to do that from the beginning, instead of taking a place
in the medical college which could have been filled by some-
one more interested in healing the sick?

The Supreme Court issued a directive to all states to limit
reservation in educational institutions to 50%. Tamil Nadu,
which has kept 69% of its seats reserved for years, wished
to continue to do so. The further developments in this case,
the passage of a bill by the state legislature to exempt
Tamil Nadu from this limit and the Central Government's
acquiescence, are common knowledge, and the matter is in
the courts again. I wish to draw your attention to two
interesting phenomena that Tamil Nadu demonstrated in
this connection.

The first was the state sponsored bandh (strike). The
freedom struggle led to the general adoption of this tactic
as a means by which an organization could protest against
authority. We Tamils have improved on this. In our state,
it is no longer a protest against, but a protest by, authority.
How much more effective this is. Our Government with-
draws all transport services, including trains and buses, and
crowns it all by declaring a holiday under the Negotiable
Instruments Act. Even the airlines join in the fun and their
flights avoid our state. No one can go to work anyway, for
the mobs take over the road, and halt the movement of
private transport. The few taxis and auto rickshaws which
ply take the opportunity to make a killing and demand
twenty times their normal fares. Everyone must perforce
stay at home and the Government then declares that clearly
the mass of the people are in agreement with its policies
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since no one went to work. The cost to the country in terms
of lost production is colossal. Individuals suffer untold
hardships. Students have examinations postponed, which
may affect their entire future, it delays their being qualified
for a job, and openings will be taken by people from states
which did not have a bandh on that day. Unwary travellers
have to spend a whole day at a wayside station ill-equipped
to feed a train load of people.

There is often worse tragedy. Let me tell you what
happened in one of the earlier bandhs. A young woman in
acute renal failure, who was a patient of mine, went into
pulmonary oedema. Struggling for breath, she was driven
into the city along the Great Southern Trunk Road. Opposite
the Meenambakkam airport, with its imposing terminals
named after two great leaders of the Tamils, Kamaraj and
Anna, her car was stopped by a mob which would not allow
her to proceed despite her obvious distress and the pleas of
her husband, a surgeon. Desperate, they tried to find an
alternative route into the city, but this involved a long detour
and two hours later they were still outside town and away
from the artificial kidney which would have kept her alive.
Her husband wrote to me later that she was hopeful and
fighting for breath and life as long as she was on the Trunk
Road only minutes away from the hospital. When they were
turned back, she lost confidence and the will to fight for
breath, and she died in the car.

She is not the only such case. There are many instances
of ambulances being stoned and not allowed to proceed and
of ordinary patients coming to serious harm because they
could not get to hospital during a bandh.

Our politicians tell us these demonstrations are peaceful,
and stray incidents are unavoidable. If they believe that,
they are fools, for every bandh brings with it a chain of
death and destruction. Of course, politicians are not actually
fools. They are skilled manipulators of mobs. They know
full well their actions are going to kill and maim some, and
damage the property of others. They have scant respect for
human life, and anyone who cannot respect the life and
property of the least member of the community does not
deserve to be a leader of that society. Mahatma Gandhi was
the greatest agitator of them all, but he called off his move-
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ment when the mob killed some policemen. He said, we are
not yet ready for this approach, and fasted to purify himself
for the sin he had committed by calling for the protest.

The Tamil Nadu Government had another trick up its
sleeve. It said, we will stick to the 50% reservation, but we
will increase the number of seats so that 50% of the new
number will equal 69% of the old, and the number of
reserved seats will not be reduced. Tamilians are always
considered to be good at arithmetic and no doubt we could
work out the figures. This would have been a good thing
for the forward communities, who would have got some
extra seats, but how would the medical colleges, already
bursting at the seams with too many students, and short of
teachers, cope with the load?

During a meeting at the Madras Medical College, the Health
Secretary declared that the Government would spend Rs 1
crore on improving the General Hospital. A few days later,
the Health Minister announced he would spend Rs 30 lakhs
of Government funds for a building to house the selection
committee for medical colleges. The committee meets once
a year, when it and its assistants have to work very hard,
but what happens to the building the rest of the year?
Perhaps this reflects the relative priorities of our govern-
ment. Thirty lakhs to select the students, but just over three
times as much to improve their working environment.

Still on the subject of admission, we have a battle of the
giants looming-university v. university. The registrar of
the Dr MGR Medical University filled a writ petition in the
High Court to restrain the Madras University from admitting
candidates to its degrees in microbiology, physiology,
pathology and pharmacology. All medical education, said
the petitioner, should be under the aegis of the Medical
University and the University of Madras no longer has a
right to educate students in any medical discipline. In these
troubled times, are even august bodies like universities
unable to settle such disputes amicably out of court?
Whether or not students learn medicine, they will certainly
pick up strange habits from their mentors.

M. K. MANI

Concern is increasing about asthma deaths, the nsmg
incidence of asthma in Britain, and the effect of 'smog' on
sufferers. A paper from Canada! has suggested that the
overuse of salbutamol decreases its bronchodilator effect
and increases the sensitivity of patients to allergens which
produce an attack. Another study has described a design
fault in aerosol inhalers? in which patients have no way of
knowing when the container is empty. This is of importance
because patients who regularly take salbutamol or other ~2

agonist bronchodilators may suffer a severe rebound attack

if the dose is suddenly reduced. During the recent long
heatwave smog collected over London and hospitals were
swamped with patients with asthma, many having their first
attack. It is still unclear what was the precipitating cause of
these attacks but the evidence strongly suggests one or more
of the constituents of exhaust fumes to be responsible.

After 40 years of comparative neglect there has been some
governmental concern about ethnic minorities and the


